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The Challengrr tragedy aas temporarily 
halted the U.S. space shuttle program. When 
the program resumes in early 1988, the op- 
portunity to use the shuttl^ for ocean re- 
search will be renewed. In the U.S. Navy, we 
are using this hiatus ro)develop^ i long-range 
program for an oceanographer in space. This 
program will become part of a fully integrat- 
ed Office of the Chief of Naval Research 
(OCNR) «cience and technology plan to guide 
future programs in space oceanography.    ,' 

The following is based on the report of'the 
OCNR-sponsored Ad Hoc Oceanographic 
Committee on the Use of Shuttles in Ocean- 
ography and on discussions of a recent meet- 
ing of the Office of Naval Research/Office of 
Naval Technology (ON R/ONT) Man-in-Space 
Working GrouprSThesc activities serve two 
purposes, with the first (we hopeyTeading to 
the second: to show the current ideas on 

shuttletbased oceanography and to elicit com- 
ments from the scientific community that 
might improve those thoughts, c-—•— 

In the 2 decades that unmanned satellites 
have been providing ocean data, our concept 
of the ocean has greatly changed. Satellite 
data now give us instantaneous information 
on vast ocean regions that previously took 
days and even weeks to explore by using 
ships. The assimilation of this information 
into our knowledge of the oceans has not 
been easy. Because of the limitations (as well 
as the novelty) of the data, oceanographers 
were slow in accepting the information that 
the data provided. Although the oceano- 
graphic importance of the data is now gener- 
ally accepted, oceanographers have learned 
that the satellite data alone are not a panacea 
but are best combined with in situ data to de- 
rive their greatest potential. 

In many respects, we are going through 
similar stages in using ocean data from 
manned spacecraft. The flight of a dedicated 
ocean observer, Paul Scully-Power (shuttle 
mission STS-4I-C, October 1982), has once 
again provided us with both the wonder (and 
beauty) of the oceans and a practical method 
of collecting data previously unavailable. The 
mission demonstrated the researcher-in-space 
concept to the best advantage: a knowledge- 
able person in space, controlling the data col- 
lection instrument and working with a team 
of experts on the ocean below. Under the di- 
rection of the on-board oceanographer, shut- 
tle photographs taken of the oceans generat- 

Cover.    The Strait ol Gibraltar as seen 
from an altitude of 198 km by the crew of 
shuttle mission STS-41-('> on October 12. 
1984. The figure is a monlagc of two pho- 
tographs taken less than a minute apart. 
The photographs show the noon sun re- 
flecting oil variations in roughness of the 
ocean surface (very little of the two photo- 
graphs contains clouds). Since the surface 
of the ocean is not smooth, the sun does 
not appear on the surface as a disc but as 
a distorted, vaguely edged image whose 
distortion is determined by the amount of 
roughness of the surface and the solar in- 
cident angle. In simple terms, the mean's 
roughness varies according to the pres- 
sure of the wind, air/sea-surface tempera- 
ture differences, and water movement. 
Because of this, the patterns created bv 
the ocean roughness can delineate the 
ocean events involving these parameters. 
The effect is similar to the displays of im- 
aging radars, such as the Synthetic Aper- 
ture Radar (SAR), only the solar reflec- 
tance in the photographs does not involve 
coherent energy. 

In the right photograph, the most 
prominent roughness features are those 
seen bowing eastward into the Mediterra- 

nean Sea. These features are the surface 
manifestations ol a packet of 10 or more 
progressive internal waves whose origin is 
the balhymetric sill located in the western 
approaches to the strait. In the left photo- 
graph, the sun's reflection defines a stand- 
ing internal wave situated over the bathv- 
metrii sill at - 1 h before high tide. Note 
the packet of progressive internal waves 
emerging from the southern portion of 
the standing wave. Other photographs 
taken seconds later show that the earlier 
waves had traveled at least 100 km east- 
ward into the Mediterranean. Another sei 
of approximatelv lour progressive waves 
can IK- faintly seen in the strait where the 
two photographs join. It should be em- 
phasized that the internal waves have very 
small surface amplitude and that the 
brighter reflections come from disturbed 
(and thus more reflective) water that con- 
stitutes the rip area (NASA photographs 
40-049 and 40-050). For more informa- 
tion about future use of the space shuttle 
as an oceanographii instrument, see the 
article "An Oceanographer in Space: The 
Next Step" bv Paul E. La Violette et al , 
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ed questions on exactly what the photographs 
show and also provided a number of unex- 
pected answers. 

Nowhere is the latter more true than in the 
photographs of the Mediterranean Sea. At 
the western approaches to the Strait of Gi- 
braltar, the photographs defined lines of 
rough water delineating a standing internal 
wave sitting on the sill of the strait, as well as 
progressive internal waves generated at the 
sill and moving eastward through the strait to 
more than 100 km into the Mediterranean 
Sea (see cover). They indicated the periodic- 
ity of these waves and, in combination with 
surface data, indicated that the periodicity is 
in tune with the tide. 

Farther east in the Mediterranean, in the 
region of the prime meridian, the photo- 
graphs showed evidence of the current shear 
of an ocean front (Figure I). The front is un- 
usual in that, while it had been previously 
noted in satellite infrared imagery, it had not 
been detected in oceanographic analyses of 
ocean data or included in the modeling of 
the region. 

Most of the questions concern the photo- 
graphic depiction of spiral eddies, not only in 
the Mediterranean Sea but in the Atlantic re- 
gion north of the Gulf Stream (Figure 2). 
How these features fit into the dissipation of 
energy in the ocean has to be resolved. 

All this Information has come from photo- 
graphs of the sun's reflection off the surface 
roughness of the ocean. Few of the basic data 
are quantitative, yet they have provided a 
great deal of qualitative information. Much of 
this information was derived when the shuttle 
photographs were coupled with near-simulta- 
neous data collected by surface platforms and 
other spaceborne sensors. 

Future shuttle missions must evolve from 
the sole use of photography to equipping fu- 
ture shuttle crews with other remote sensing 
instruments that can provide quantitative 
ocean data. In addition, the program must 
continue to take advantage of trained ocean 
observers who work interactively with data 
collection instruments and scientists posi- 
tioned on the ocean's surface. The questions 
then become What are these instruments? 
How should they be used? This issue will be 
the main thrust of the remainder of this pa- 
per. Three unique paths of ocean research 
appear to be possible aboard future shuttle 
flights. These topics are presented in order 
ol decreasing sophistication. 

Process-Oriented Studies Made in Collabo- 
ration With Surface Experiments 

These stand-alone experiment results 
would IK- expanded greatlv by the input of 
shuttle ■ ■/nervations. However, dedicated sur- 
tace/shuttle experiments could be conducted 
to study some special ocean process that is 
ool definable except bv such an effort. In ad- 
dilion, the shuttle could !«• used to test new 
remote sensing instrunientation. 

Repeated Surveys of Known Ocean Process- 
es or Events 

Many ocean procervs could benefit from 
such surveillance, e.g.. internal waves, phvlo- 
plankton blooms, hioliiminescence, and river 
oulflowv 

The Search for Previously Unrecognized 
Ocean Phenomena 

Iht'si" plu'iumiena could liulude submesos- 
lalf (vilonk eddies, open (wean plankton 
blooms, .iiul extensive surfactants. 

This paper is not subject to U.S. copyright. 
Published in 1987 bv the American (ieoplivsic, 
0096-3941/87/6809/121 $01.00 

Union. 
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II is worth noting that manned and un- 
manned satellite observations appear to com- 
plement rather than compete with one anoth- 
er. For example, unmanned satellites operate 
in fixed configurations, gather data continu- 
ously, use proven technology, and have site 
revisit capabililty. The shuttle data-gathering 
capabilities are characterized by considerably 
more flexibility, and judgments are often 
conditioned by space crews and/or ground 
scientists, as well as the opportunity to re- 
trieve, modify, and refly instrumentation. 
Perhaps most importantly, much of the shut- 
tle data interpretation can be conditioned lat- 
er by the on-board experience of the ocean- 
ographer/astronaut. 

The price paid for the flexibility of doing 
oceanography from the shuttle is in the short 
flights of the spacecraft and the difficulty in 
scheduling. A final important limitation is im- 
posed by each mission's orbit angle north or 
south of the equator. In other words, will the 
mission's orbit go far enough north (or south) 
to reach a given area of study? In the period 
before Challenger, only one mission in six 
wem closer to the poles than 28° north or 
south. 

Scientific Program 
What can be done by way of "hard" ocean 

science from the shuttle? The answers, condi- 
tioned by short flights and the difficulty of 
coordinating spacecraft and ship schedules, 
utilize a pan or all of the three research 
paths mentioned. 

Origins and Dynamics of Submesoscale 
Baroclinic Eddies 

The recognition of the ubiquitousness and 
cyclonic nature of the surface submesoscale 
eddy field, such as shown in Figure 2, is 
clearly one ol the major results from shuttle 
flight ST.S-4I-G. Whether the eddies are truly 
oceanic is moot (i.e., do thev have a signih- 
cam subsurface extension, or are they atmo- 
spheikally induced surface effects?). A set of 
experiments needs to l)e conducted, probably 
in the Mediterranean, in which observations 
of the oofan density Held on a fine grid are 
made concurrenllv with shuttle camera re- 
lordings and, if possible. Synthetic Aperture 
Kadar (SAR) obscrv ttioiis. 

The objecttvei of such a set of experiments 
would be to test she hypotheses thai the ed- 
dies arc oteanu ,iiid that they are shed from 
the 'cyclonic side   of larger-scale geostrophi- 
cally balanced am ems. Repeated observa- 
tions of the same eddv with accurate camera 
poimiiig and geographical location are essen- 
tial to this type of experiment. In a survey 
mode, the temporal and geographii distribu- 
tion of the eddies in ihr world's oceans would 
t>e highly informative. 

Oceanic Phytoplankton 

Many areas of the (xcan are not accessible 
by ship for studies > ' phytoplankton activity. 
Thus knowledge o;   his phenomenon is virtu- 
all) nil. Shuttle MH .evs of such remote re- 
gions by coloriirKirv  vould add to our under- 
standing of biologic,ii activity in the sea. In 
addition, pruvcxaliv ■  mages and photo- 
graphs of gieenish fairs in open ocean areas 
suggest procluciivity in regions thai conven- 
tional wisdom say;, aie relatively sterile  Kven 
coarse measurements of pigment concentra- 
tions would, in these . ases. be valuable 

Generation and Propagation of Internal 
Solitons 

Packets of internal waves, or solitons, such 
as shown in the composite photograph on the 
cover, have been observed from both manned 
and unmanned spacecraft at a number of 
sites around the world. While recent oceanic 
experiments have delineated many of the dy- 
namical chararlcristics of these waves, much 
work remains to be done on their generation 
and dissipation. A surface/shuttle experiment 
would include thermistor chain and/or con- 
ductivity-tempcrature-depth (C I'D) and ex- 
pendable bathythermograph (XB I) work to 
measure the subsurface properties at a given 
position, and repeated camera and SAR im- 
ages of the area from a shuttle would reveal 
much of the horizontal extent. Candidate 
sites are the straits of Messina and Gibraltar, 
the New York Bight, the Gulf of California, 
and the Sulu. Andaman, and Celebes seas. 

A survey ol the distribution, rale of occur- 
rence, and lime behavior of internal waves 
would aid in a deeper understanding of the 
factors dial control their generation, propa- 
gation, and dissipation. Certain regions, such 
as cominental shelf edges and island arcs, are 
especi.illv attractive candidates, but much ol 
the work could take place on a target of op- 
portunity basis, given a moderately well- 
trained and perceptive shuttle crew. 

Oceanic Bioluminescence 

Occurrences of natural bioluniimscenee 
would IK- visible from shuttle altitudes, lis na- 
uire and distribution in the ocean is compli- 
cated. In general, bioluininescencr patterns 
follow the overall patterns of primary pio- 
cfuclivity in the oceans  However, since many 
of the photosvnihelic organisms are nonbio- 
luminescent, ii is difficult to equate the abun- 
dance of biohiinmescence directly with pro- 
cluctivity. 

Global measuieineiils could identify re- 
gions of active bioluminescence, which could 
supply predictive inforiiialion   Since1 most 
bioluminescence is caused by stimulation, ex- 
periments can be earned out by using a ship 
to slimulate the luminescence and observing 
the emission with aircraft and the shuttle 
Any experimentation will be difficult because 
of the problems of identifying the phenoine- 
iion and (because of spurious liglu sources) in 
making measurements. A camera that intensi- 
fies images at low light levels and moonless 
nights are necessary. Possible sites lot such an 
experiment include [amaica Bav, the Arabian 
Sea, and the Gull of Bengal 

River Outflow/Ocean Interactions 

M.iten.il-lacicn river outflows have been re- 
peatedly photographed from space. These 
images have provided information on the na- 
tuie of delta lormaiicm and on the irajectory 
ol regional longshore How. Such repeal pho- 
tographs ulili/e the river plumes as l.agiang- 
ian tracers to dehne the near-shore oceanic 
c iieulaiion  For example, the Amazon out- 
flow can be used to trace the loriiiaiion of the 
equatorial imdeteiirreni In the- How reversal 
that occurs when the Guiana ( uiieiil nn 
pinges on water masses north of the outflow 

The slow salinity and diseoloiatioli thai occur 
can be seen as t.u west as lire Barbados is- 
lands   1 he use ol ocean color scariners can 
yield measuiements ol the neai-suiface clil- 

lusc attenuation and chlorophyll concentra- 
lions, while photographs of the river plume 
can serve as high-resolution flow tracers that 
permit small-scale frontal mixing studies. 
Candidate rivers for the repeated seasonal 
observations are the Amazon, Orinoco, Mis- 
sissippi, Nile, Indus, Ganges, and Yangtze. 

Surface Effects 

The origin of organic films, scums, and oily 
layers is an intriguing question: Biogenic ma- 
terials are suspected of being the source of 
much of the material. Such oils damp the 
short-length gravity and capillary waves ami 
thus modify the surface optical reflectivity, 
perhaps including the radar backscatter coef- 
ficient. Ibis mechanism would possibly allow 
camera and SAR imaging of such features as 
the submesoscale eddies and internal waves. 
However, there are questions as to whether 
the camera imagery and the SAR imagery 
represent the same phenomenon, since the 
camera images optical wavelengths in for- 
ward scatter and specular reflection, while 
the SAR uses backscaltered radiation at centi- 
meter and decimeter lengths.  The determina- 
tion of the variability, extent of coverage, and 
temporal aspects of these sea surface reflec- 
tance patterns is of considerable interest. 

Instrument Requirements 
A variety of instruments has been consid- 

ered for use in the proposed programs. The 
following remarks will discuss these instru- 
ments in order of increasing sophistication. 

Hand-Held Cameras 

Although quaritilative radiometne analyses 
are difficult to do with him imagery, their 
easy acquisiiion is an aigumeni for the con- 
tinued use of trim cameras in i'ie shuttle cab- 
in. A battery of two 7()-nim cameras with lens 
turret», filter», and polarizeis has been 
strongly lecoirrmended for use aljoard the 
sllullle■. 

Autom.itic tec or cling ol the lime, pointing 
angles, exposure parameters, polari/aiion. 
Him type, and lens type would sigmlreanlly 
increase the ability to do semiquantilalive 
analyses of slmllle pheilography. However, 
lire geomelric and ladiomeiiic disioiiions of 
the windows presently in the shuttle cabin 
preyent the Inghe-si resohnion spatial or spec- 
tral data thai are inherent in qualilv canieras 
In addition to optical-e]uality windows, some 
method of ileaning lire' ciuisicle- of the win- 
dows is re'ejiiired. We hope thai the shuttle 
lb.it will replace the (hnUin^fi will have such 
imptove'd windows 

Multicamera Battery in the Shuttle Bay 

Bailing improved data ire ending and the 
insiallalion ol opiical windows, high ic-solu- 
lion npin.il iiiiaging systems mounted rn the 
shuttle' lu\ umild be- usc-tiil    1 lu-sc- systems, 
open in sp.ne-. would lie used tor imaging 
scenes whe-ie IC-SOIUIKIM. r.illre-r than spe-clial 
iiitniinatiein, is of piiine inteteM u- g , ship 
w.ike-s .uul w.oc-si 

I he- uml. ccmstsling of a inullii ame-ia lial- 
le'i\ thai uiiiilii utilize- a v.ini'U of lilin .Hid 
miillispc-i n.il in  poLiM/ci  tillei i iniiliiiialioiis. 
would lie MiniMilicil ti'im inside- llu  cabin ol 
on the ground  A e tui'ge'-c oupled de-viee 
(CCl)l eidc-ii s\sie-iii usin^ Iwn video (.ime-ias 
would he- used   One- \ ulrn linn would be- dn 
e« table m allow ihr astionaul oi ground ob- 

^^^^v:^:^^:;^^:^^ 
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Fig. 2.    SiihincMiscalc >|)ir,il eddies lauglil in the sun ulini ot llic shflf walers (<fl the 
norllu'aslcm scilioaid ol die lHilrd Stales.  Iltis plKMiigraph was laken fiiitn the sluilde nn 
()(t()l)ei 9. 19K4, al  l7'_,l-, II   (loiu an .illiiiide ol approxinialeK L'lid km.  I he line ol de- 
inaii.iUnn in die Inuei liijlil (iiinei ol d'e phologiapli marks die iiorlli w.ill ol the Cull 
Stream.  I he u.iiin vvaleis ul die Sargasso Sea lie to the tight ol the line,  lo die lelt ol the 
line and priot to the spinil eddies lies an area ol apparent shear related lo the eoniitet- 
movement ol the notlheastwatd nio\itig dnll Stream .mil the sonthweslward moving shell 
watet citrrefi (NASA photograph 11-t)4()/.). 

that modulate the small-scale surface rough- 
ness ol the ocean are, in principle, observable 
with all these sensors. (Note that SAR mis- 
sions are normally planned for higher lati- 
tude orbits than other shuttle flights, even as 
high as the polar regions). 

server to preview upcoming scenes. The sec- 
ond would be b«re-sightcd with the mullica- 
mera battery to allow an urale bring ol the 
him devices. II the svslem could be hred 
from the ground, it would be a tacilitv instru- 
ment to be carried on main other llights in 
addition to those with oceanographers on 
board. 

Low-Light Level Camera 

Hioluminescence studies (an be made lioni 
the shuttle by using a low  light level camera 
in the cabin in controlled experiments. Al- 
though strong natural biohmiinesieiue can 
be seen from shiiitle altitudes, several techni- 
cal dilhcullies are present, inchiding the need 
lo block out hgbl Irom the hung ol the hv- 
dra/ene stabili/ation |ei,s, reduction ol interi- 
or cabin lights to very low levels, and the 
need lo operate on nights when the moon is 
nol visible   Howe.er, space-qualified systems 
< urrenlK exist thai appear lo meet the le 
t|iiireinents. 

Multispectral Scanner 

I lit measurement ol ocean color with me- 
dium-resolution Mtiaging spectral ladiomelers 
would be ol majoi (Keanogtaphic  impm 
lance.  Ihe success ol the Nimbus Coastal 
Zone (oloi Scanner ((;Z(.S) in the quanlila- 

live detetnimation ol c blotophyll concentra- 
lions and clilluse attenuation (iietlutents sug- 
gests that Ihing sinulat inslrumenls on die 
shuttle would be nselul (especially since the 
(./.(S is no longei luiulicming and HD un- 
inanned satellite sensor tcpi.u einent is to be 
made) 

In the shuttle, synoptic camera observa- 
tions and human interpretation would sup- 
plement color scanner measurements. Such a 
system may have to be mounted in the shuttle 
bay and used in a fashion similar lo (and per- 
haps in conjunctioii with) the mullicamera 
battery already discussed. 

Optical Spectrometer/Fluorometer 

A simple, pet haps hand-held, optical spec- 
tiometei lese ope that records spectra either 
graphically or on him can be used to make 
ipialilaliye, rapid observations of the spectral 
content ol optical signals lorm the ocean sur- 
l.icc-  Optical lluorescetue hom the sea would 
also be nselul, since it is imienlly thought 
that such signals are strong enough lo be 
seen I torn space« rait all uncles  Again, sue h an 
itisttument could be used in the cabin ot 
pi,iied in the- b.o and boie-sighled with a 
mullicnneia batten 

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) 

I he- shuttle Ihghis that CMII cany SAR 
(Shuttle Imaging Racial (SIR: C and 1)| are 

cMeedingK mipiiit.int opportunities lui the 
oc eaiiogiaphci-in-space piogram. A wide \,i- 
netv ol sign.ituics ate app.itenl in tadai tm- 
age» nl die IM e.in sin lac e. some ol WIIK h are 
iiiulc isiimd (|uaiiiitatiyel\ (and some not at 
all)   I'vety ellort will be made to place an 
in eanngiapliei mi each nl the SAR missions. 
A cootclmated sml.ne shuttle piogiam nl ta- 
il,11 ini.iging. optical imaging, and visual ob- 
seivanons will be planned lot these llights 
Sin h phenomena as sin lac e she ks, ship 
waves, mtetil.ll waves, and sinulat  ptoc esses 

The Next Step 
Until now, the shuttle ocean research pro- 

gram has been one of using a platform of op- 
portunity to conduct ocean surveillance. The 
previous remarks show how the ocean re- 
search that is to be conducted on future 
flights can be expanded to include instru- 
mentation that will qualify active and passive 
spectral signals of ocean features. To maxi- 
mize the utility ol such instrumentation, the 
shuttle Highls carrying these devices should 
be coordinated with ongoing ocean experi- 
ments utilizing sea observations from ships, 
platforms, and/or buoys. This effort can be 

facilitated by coordination between agencies 
that support ocean research. These programs 
should be carefully coordinated programmat- 
ically, i.e., there should be a close working re- 
lationship between OCNR, the National Sci- 
ence Foundation, the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration (NASA), the Na- 
tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra- 
tion (NOAA), and other interested ocean in- 
stitutions and laboratories. 

A critical aspect of this article is the solicita- 
tion of the thoughts of readers regarding the 
conduct of occanographic research involving 
a researcher in space. Please consider the re- 
marks that we have presented here and send 
us any ideas lhal you might have on scientist- 
in-space ocean research. Also, if you will be 
conducting an al-sea experiment during 1988 
and believe that shuttle data would expand 
your results, tell us how you think this might 
be clone. Given the constraints of the pro- 
gram, we will try to join you in a cooperative 
experiment. Send your ideas and comments 
to Space Oceanography Working Group, 
< )ccan Science and Tec hnologv Directorate, 
Ollue of the Chiel of Naval Research, 800 
North Quinry Street, Arlington, VA 22217- 
r»(M)(). Your participation would be highly ap- 
pi niaied and would signihcanllv help the 
ne v|y formed ONR/ONT Space Oceanogra- 
phy Wot king (.tciiip to develop the most 
tbotmigli and meaningful long-range space 
oceanography science and technology plan. 

Appendix A.    Some 
Oceanographic Results That 
Have Come From Studies of 
the Shuttle Photographs 

• 1 he existence ot subinesosc ale c vc Ionic 
eddies m nuiiicTiiiis regions ol the world, in- 
i hiding bolh the northern and southern 
hemispheres. 

• Ship wakes visible Im 200 km. 

• Internal solitary waves propagaling out 
nl the Strait nl (iibiallat into the Medllerra- 
nean Sea 

• Siibmesnscale eddies In the area north of 
the (lull Stream, 

• toi relations between surlace hlanienlary 
sttuituies seen in the sun glint with larger- 
scale thermal How patterns seen in NOAA 
Advanced Ven High Resolution Radiometer 
(A\ HRR) itilraiT«! imagery. 

• Island wakes. 

11m |u»!c I,..!i .,i,md 
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• The extent of offshore river outflows. 
• The presence of phytoplankton blooms. 

Appendix B.   Shuttle- 
Related Research 
Opportunities 

• Submesoscale Eddies.    (Characteristics 
(temporal and spatial), dynamics, vorticity, 
origin, and their possible relationship to in- 
ternal wave held. 

• Ocean Fronts.   Characteristics, dynam- 
ics, relationships of apparent shear zone, and 
current and temperature held. 

• Air-Sea Interaction.   Characteristics, dis- 
tribution (spatial and temporal), generation, 
and propagation. 

• River/Ocean Interaction. Plume distri- 
bution, water mass mixing relationships. 

• Sediment Fluxes.   (Coastal/ocean sedi- 
ment distribution. 

• Bioluminescence.   Visibility, distribution 
of phytoplankton species, relationship to 
physical environment (if any). 

• Optical Properties.    Diffuse attenuation 
coefficient; temporal, spatial, and depth dis- 
tribution; coupling with photosynthetic pig- 
ments; and ocean color. 

• Shallow Water Bathymetry. Optimum 
spectral wavelength, bottom tvpe, and map- 
ping and charting. 

• Estuarine Oceanography.    Physical and 
biological characteristics, flow patterns and 
dynamics. 

• Marine Microlayer.   Surfactant films. 

distribution, dynamics, origin, polarization, 
wind effects, and optical and radar scattering 

• Micrometeorology. Von Karman vorti- 
cities, evaporation fluxes, water mass, clouds, 
and sea/land breeze distributions. 

• Ship Wakes. Kelvin, nested Kelvin, and 
turbulent. 

• Surface Gravity Waves.   Spectrum and 
refracted effects. 

• IslanJ Wakes. Wind stress/current rela- 
tionships, stability. 

• Changes in Optical Properties Under F! 
Nino.    Shot i term climatic change. 

• Upwclling.   color/roughness/tempera- 
ture correlations, spatial and temporal distri- 
butions. 

• Zero Gravity Hydrodynamics. (Experi- 
ments within the shuttle). 
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